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Introduction

The labelling application for self-adhesive labels on containers of different forms and dimensions, 
with an unwinding speed till 80 mt. per minute with a high precision degree, also when there are 
present big variations in the product speed, can nowadays be obtained at moderate costs thanks to a 
new driver technology.

The labelling head, driven by a stepper motor, and controlled in an open or a closed loop by 
advanced full digital electronics, permits substantial improvements in the management of the 
labelling machine, above all for the synchronisation of the emission speed with the product flow 
speed of the products that have to be labelled.
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Points of strenght

Other principal features of the firmware developed for the labelling machines are: 

Easy to connect;

Limited number of components;

Quickly start up of system;

Possibility to customize the software;

We want to show all possible labelling solutions by presenting a broad range of dynamic 
proposals, in order to satisfy all the customer’s needs.  
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Drive with stepper motor

Modbus RS 232-RS485

Start sensor
Stop sensor

Velocity reference: impulses or analogue signals

Pre-programmed drives with firmware, with I/O expansion and interface for the slave encoder
to close the loop.

Power supplyHigh performance stepper motor

Optional HMI to set parameters.

Slave encoder 
for closed 
loop
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Components of the solution

A labelling system of EVER ELETTRONICA can be composed by the following components:

Kit connector cables8

Human machine 
interface (HMI)7

Converter TA/VA300/T6

Power-supply unit
PSBOXv015

start & stop sensors 
labelling4

Stepper motor 
MT34FN31xxxXx3

Digtal labelling 
application setup2

Driver
SDMWD180vxxxc04501

Number and name of 
the component

1

3

4

5

7
6

8

2
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Principle scedual of a labelling machine head

Pay-off reel

Stepper motor

Spool rewinder

Driver
Control pannel

Sensors

Master encoder

Driving rolls
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Scedual with implemented closed loop

Pay-off reel

Spool rewinder

Driver
Control pannel

Sensors 

Master encoder

Feed rollers

Slave encoder 

Stepper motor
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Advantages of the ‘Full Digital’ drives

The presence of CAN buses and RS232/485 that allow a high extension level, make the 
machine extreme flexible and allow to raise the number of resources that can be controlled by
the drive at every moment during the machine development. 

The labelling machine firmware that is implemented with the drives of this generation is able 
to command the machine through an unique motor control device and to manage eventual 
user interface keyboards and other expansion modules. 

With the high integration of the ‘Full Digital’ technology can be reached high performances in 
extreme compact dimensions. 
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Samples of EVER’s Electronic devices

- Voltage 24 ÷ 70 Vdc, 24 ÷ 48 Vac or 115 or 220 Vac depending on the version
- Current 0,5 ÷ 5,0 Arms
- Microstep, 1/256 – Monitoring and controlling of the driver state
- 4 inputs and 3 digital optoisolated outputs + 2 analogue inputs
- Interface: CANBus(CANopen), RS 232/485, or step and direction
- Dip switches for functions and variables that can be configured by the user
- Extreme compact dimensions
- ‘Full digital’ technology

- Voltage 24 ÷ 140 Vdc or 24 ÷ 100 Vac depending on the version
- Current 1,0 ÷ 8,0 Arms
- Microstep, 1/256 – Monitoring and controlling of the driver state
- 4 inputs and 4 digital optoisolated (expandable) outputs + 1 analogue input
- Interface: CANBus(CANopen), RS 232/485  or step and direction
- Dip switches for functions and variables that can be configured by the user
- Extreme compact dimensions
- ‘Full digital’ technology

SDMWx170

SDMWA130
- Voltage 24 ÷ 48 Vac
- Current 0,5 ÷ 5,0 Arms
- Microstep, 1/256 – Monitoring and controlling of the driver state
- 4 inputs and 2 digital optoisolated outputs + 2 analogue inputs
- Interface: CANBus(CANopen), RS 232/485, or step and direction
- Extreme compact dimensions and ‘open frame’ format
- ‘Full digital’ technology

SDMWx180
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EVER’s high performance stepper motors

MT34FN31
- motor flange 3,4 series
- 4,50 Nm (bipolar holding torque)
- 6,0 A or 8,4 A parallel connection
- 3,0 A or 4,2 A serial connection
- rotor inertia 1400 gm*cm²
- Presetting of the encoder assembly

MT34FN47
- motor flange 3,4 series
- 8,50 Nm (bipolar holding torque)
- 5,0 A or 8,4 A parallel connection
- 2,5 A or 4,2 A serial connection
- rotor inertia 2700 gm*cm²
- Presetting of the encoder assembly

MT34FN62
- motor flange 3,4 series
- 12,50 Nm (bipolar holding torque)
- 5,0 A or 8,4 parallel connection
- 2,5 A or 4,2 serial connection
- rotor inertia of 4000 gm*cm²
- Presetting of the encoder assembly

MT42FN
- motor flange 4,2 series
- Models with bipolar holding torque from 11,5 to 30 Nm
- serial/parallel winding 
- rotor inertia from 5500 to 16200 gm*cm²
- Presetting of the encoder assembly
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Power-supply unit of the system

The power supply system used in the labelling system is unique. It has the following features:

PS-BOX

Input voltage:
Input line with the possibility to change the voltage that is accessible by the external user.

- 115 monophase;
- 230 monophase;

Output voltage:
+  5  Vdc Stabilized ± 5 %     5 W (Power supply accessory);
+ 24 Vdc Stabilized ± 15 %   55  W (Power supply terminl, sensors, in/out );
+ 60 Vdc Stabilized ± 15 %  200 W (Power supply SDMwx180);

Protections:
- Protection by fuses on the input line 230/115 Vac and on both conductors
of the alternate current. 

- Protection against overvoltage in case of wrong cabling and voltage change
(the fuses will blow if the voltage change is 115 Vac and, on the opposite, has
an input from 230 Vac). The system can be recovered easily by replacing the fuses.

- Current controller of the inrush current on the neutral line. 
- EMI monophase filter.
- Protection fuses on the output of the secondary 7 Vac/20 Vac/40 Vac of the converter.

Dimensions:
The dimensions are: 135 x 160 x 55 mm.
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Converters

TA/VA400/T1
Power: 410 VA
Primary voltage: 0 – 115 – 230 Vac monophase
Secondary voltage  #1: 80 Vac (360 VA)
Secondary voltage #2: 18 Vac (   50 VA )
Precise dimensions: 75 mm high, diameter 120 mm 
Converter type: toroidal

TA/VA300/T
Power: 300 VA
Primary voltage: 0 – 115 – 230 Vac monophase
Secondary voltage  #1: 43 Vac (200 VA)
Secondary voltage #2: 18 Vac  (90 VA)
Precise dimensions: 63 mm high, diameter 115 mm 
Converter type: toroidal

There are two types of converters that EVER ELETTRONICA uses in the labelling system. They 
posses the following features:
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HMI - Human Machine Interface

The Human Machine Interface system that EVER ELETTRONICA uses for the labelling system 
are the two following:

VT20N

- Display: 20 characters for two LED backlighted lines
- Seal to hermetically close the terminal into the pannel
application.

- Polyester IP65 frontal with a touchscreen keyboard of 10 keys.
- Touch screen keys: 6 functional keys and 4 data control keys
- Connection: serial interface RS232, RS485, RS422
- Power supply 24Vdc±10% - Absorbed power 3.6W max
- User memory: 64 Kbytes of Flash memory for user projects
and 3 Kbytes of EEPROM memory for the insertion of recipes.

- Work temperature: 0 ÷ 50 °C
- Weight: 0,28 Kg
- Dimensions: 150x75x30mm

This HMI device permits through the RS422 (RS485) serial 
interface the local run time change of some functional parameters
of the control system for labelling machines in the DIGITAL 
ENHANCED versions.
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HMI - Human Machine Interface

The Human Machine Interface system that EVER ELETTRONICA 
uses for the labelling system are the two following:

VT506T

- 5.7" TFT Touch screen display
- 320 x 240 pixel - 256 colors
- Contrast ratio 150:1 - brightness 300 cd/m²
- 80.000 hr. mtbf CCFL
- embrana frontale IP65 con guarnizione per la tenuta ermetica
- Serial interfacce RS232 / RS485
- Power supply 24Vdc±5%
- User's memory: 2 MB flash memory for user's project and 128 KB
recipe memory;

- Software integrated for management of firmware Labelling Silver
and GoldXP 

- Weight: 0.84 Kg
- Dimensions: 204 x 150 x 48 mm

This HMI device permits through the RS485 serial interface the 
local run time change of some functional parameters of the 
control system for labelling machines in the DIGITAL ENHANCED 
versions.
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Cables and connectors kit

tbdtbdtbdTbdTbdTbdStart sensor cable

RS232C-150RS232C-150RS232C-150RS232C-150RS232C-150tbdPC communication cable
CBL/PRO-150-01CBL/PRO-150-01CBL/PRO-150-01CBL/PRO-150-01CBL/PRO-150-01CBL/PRO-150-01HMI programming cable

tbdtbdtbdtbdtbdtbdStop sensor cable
tbdtbdtbdtbdtbdtbdNetwork power supply cable

tbdtbdtbdtbdtbdtbdAnalogue inputs cable
tbdtbdtbdtbdtbdtbdDigital outputs cable
tbdtbdtbdtbdtbdtbdDigital inputs cable

tbdtbdtbdtbdtbdTbdmotor – driver cable
tbdtbdtbdtbdtbdtbdCable power supply drive

CBL/422-150-01CBL/422-150-01CBL/422-150-01CBL/422-150-01CBL/422-150-01tbdHMI communication cables – sdm

SDMWT180vA133CSDMWA180vA133CSDMWD180vA133CSDMWA170vxxxxCSDMWD170vxxxxCSDMWA130vA136CConnectors kit

SDMWT180vA133SDMWA180vA133SDMWD180vA133SDMWA170vB231
SDMWA170vB242
SDMWA170v2231
SDMWA170v2242
SDMWA170v4231
SDMWA170v4242

SDMWD170vB231
SDMWD170vB242

SDMWA130vA136Drivers

The connection cables and/or connectors kit used by EVER ELETTRONICA in the system are of diverse 
types. Here under follows a table with an overview of the connections between the drivers and the cables
and connectors kit:
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Cables and connectors kit

Cables series and kit for the connection with the SDMWA130 drive:
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Cables and connectors kit

Cables series and kit for the connection with the SDMWT180 drive:

VT20N (CN2) SDM (CN1)

Shield
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Cables and connectors kit

Cables series and kit for the connection with the SDMWD170 drive:

VT20N (CN2) SDM (CN1)

Shield
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Cables and connectors kit

Cables series and kit for the connection with the SDMWA170 drive:

VT20N (CN2) SDM (CN1)

Shield
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Cables and connectors kit

Connections to the PS-BOX power-supply unit:
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Diverse versions on base of the requirements

The firmware application for labelling machines is available in the versions ‘Silver’ and ‘
Gold XP’
High performances, easy to set up and to maintain, and the possibitity to use 
automatic functions like format change are the main features of the ‘Silver’ version.

Other important functions are added to the ‘Gold XP’ version to foresee the labelling machine of more 
complete features, for example the following intelligent performances:

- Label jump: the system is able to jump over a missing lable on the roll and to recover at the same
time the position before the object that has to be labelled arrives;

- Multi-labelling: it is possible to label the object in two precise and different positions.

- Closed loop: for a further increase of velocity and precision it’s possible to activate this function by 
adding an encoder that reacts on the motor.

With this firmware the SDM and MD drivers series can execute pre-programmed movement sequences
through a simple start – stop command or by the activation of inputs that are presetted for the ‘stand 
alone’ mode functionality with motor control in an open or a closed loop. 

Some of the implemented features that are used for the management of a quick start-up of the 
application are:
- Electric cams;
- Acceleration and deceleration ramps.
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The ‘Silver’ version: summary table

---Filter on the start signal

---Factory configuration

ON / OFF‘Paper broken’ alarm

ON / OFF‘Machine blocked’ alarm

---‘Lost label start’ alarm

Active (HMIVT20Nc0440A / HMIVT506T)HMIVT20N / HMIVT506T Link

DefaultPositioning of the label in the same position on the product at every speed.

---Mislabel function

---Multi labelling

1 productProduct buffer

FixedInputs Polarity

Special functions
HMI  /  Power meter  /  EncoderLabel ejection speed

Configurable through softwareOutputs polarity

0, 1, 2, 3Available configurations

ON / OFFAutomatic measurement of the label lenght

---SYNC_Label_Position function

---Label buffer 

By keyboard – Delay and velocity of the power meter – Selection of the electric shaft typeAvailable configurations

Configurations
--CANStart delayAN1

Active in combination with the MODBUS protocolRS232/422Speed / Selection of electric shaft typeAN0

LinkAnalogue inputs
--B0_OUT7--B0_IN7

--B0_OUT6--B0_IN6

--B0_OUT5--B0_IN5

--B0_OUT4--B0_IN4

--B0_OUT3EncoderB0_IN3

PRINTB0_OUT2Auto Learning/Step_by_Step-labels_EndB0_IN2

BUSY_READYB0_OUT1StopB0_IN1

FAULTB0_OUT0StartB0_IN0

Digital outputsDigital inputs
Labelling Setup r.1.3xPC Software tools

SDMWA130vA136,  SDMWD170vB231, SDMWD170vB242
SDMWA170vB231, SDMWA170vB242, SDMWA170v2231, SDMWA170v2242, SDMWA170v4231, 

SDMWA170v4242,
SDMWD180vA133, SDMWA180vA133, SDMWT180vA133

Compatible drive

WPW04_450, WPW05_450, WPW06_450Firmware release

Firmware code   c0404
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‘Gold XP’ version: summary table

Configurable by the softwareFilter on the start signal

PossibleFactory configuration

ON / OFF‘Paper broken’ alarm

ON / OFF‘Machine blocked’ alarm

ON / OFF‘Lost start label’ alarm

Active (HMIVT20Nc0450A / HMIVT506T)HMIVT20N / HMIVT506T Link

DefaultLabel positioning in the same position on the project at every speed

ON / OFF  the recovery speed is configurable through softwareMislabel function

ON / OFFMulti labelling

Till 16 productsProduct buffer 

Configurable by softwareInputs polarity

Special functions
HMI  /  EncoderLabel eject speed

Configurable by softwareOutputs polarity

0, 1, 3Available configurations

ON / OFFAutomatic measurement of the label length

ON / OFFSYNC_Label_Position function

Till 32 labelsLabel buffer 

From the keyboardAvailable configurazions

Configurations
--CAN---AN1

Active in combination with the MODBUS protocolRS232/422---AN0

LinkAnalogue inputs
--B0_OUT7--B0_IN7

--B0_OUT6--B0_IN6

--B0_OUT5--B0_IN5

--B0_OUT4--B0_IN4

--B0_OUT3EncoderB0_IN3

PRINTB0_OUT2Auto Learning/Step_by_Step-labels_EndB0_IN2

BUSY_READYB0_OUT1StopB0_IN1

FAULTB0_OUT0StartB0_IN0

Digital outputsDigital inputs
Labelling Setup r.1.4xPC software tools

SDMWA130vA136,  SDMWD170vB231, SDMWD170vB242
SDMWA170vB231, SDMWA170vB242, SDMWA170v2231, SDMWA170v2242, SDMWA170v4231, 

SDMWA170v4242,
SDMWD180vA133, SDMWA180vA133, SDMWT180vA133

Compatible drives

WPW04_450, WPW05_450, WPW06_450Firmware release

firmware code  c0450
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Firmware features

Other principal firmware features:

Digital inputs to read photocells. For example: start, stop, end of spool, paper broken, open drive roll, 
alarm reset, start manual;

Possibility to synchronize automatically the product conveyor speed with the output speed of the labels;

Positioning of the label on the product on the same point also when there occur big differences in the 
conveyor speed;

Digital outputs to drive printersystems and for signals about the driver or application state (for example: 
end of spool, paper broken or roll open) and driver protections to stamp the label with activation time that
can be setted by the software;

Analogue inputs to control the velocity, delay etc;

For some models there are available communication baud-rates and Node ID dip-switches to set the 
parameters.

Setup program for Windows systems to quickly set up the application and configure all parameters.
For more details see the user manuals of the application:

- Manuale_firmware_etichettatura_c0404_r.1.6_IT.pdf (Version : Silver)
- Manuale_firmware_etichettatura_c0450_r1.2_IT.pdf (Version : Gold_xp)
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Configuration program: Labelling Setup
The configuration of the drives is executed by the software instrument for Windows systems 
called ‘Labelling Setup’, that allows a fast and clear ordering of all necessary parameters to enable 
the different foreseen functions and has to be executed at every change of mechanical or electric 
components of the labelling machine.  

In the configuration the parameter values are 
setted that define:
1 - The system lay out
2 – The inputs configuration
3 – The mechanical parameters of the

labelling machine. 
4 – The maximum speed of the labelling

machine
5 – The stop course of the label
6 – The duration of the acceleration ramp

and deceleration of the stepper motor. 
7 – The current of the stepper motor

Pushing the Factory_Defaults key, the parameter values will be resetted to the default values.
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Configuration program: Labelling Setup

Configuration screen of the mechanical parameters.
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Configuration program: Labelling Setup

Configuration screen of the maximum work speed.
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Configuration program: Labelling Setup

Configuration screens of the system.
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Configuration program: Labelling Setup

Screen of the on line parameters.
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Configuration program: Labelling Setup

Input screen of the motor parameters.
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Configuration program: Labelling Setup

Debug screen to control the labelling machine and to insert the manual commands.
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Configuration program: Labelling Setup

Screen to choose the labels eject parameters
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Open and closed loop: position

High level of precision of the label positioning

The motor speed isn’t stable compared to the reference The motor speed is stable compared to the reference

The snapshot position of the label depends on whether the motor velocity that drives the label ribbon is 
stable: the position error increases when the velocity increases if the velocity isn’t stable compared to it’s own 
reference. In a closed loop it’s also possible to reach bigger accelerations thanks to a better pursuit of the 
speed reference.

Closed loop cycleOpen loop cycle
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Open loop and closed loop: step

The motor doesn’t loose steps in a closed loop

The motor position is constantly controlled and corrected in 
case a tracking error is detected. This feature is important to 
garantee the positioning repetition because the load on the 
motor shaft in a labelling head cannot be constant.

Motor position

The error between the 
reference position and the 
real position is very small.

The graphic shows the error between the theoretical position and the real one of the motor’s rotor. 
To rate the error it is necessary to use smaller scales that not have a meaning for the application. 
With the graphic’s scale aren’t formed noteworthy removals. 
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Open loop and closed loop: current

The control in closed loop optimizes the management of the current in the windings.

The performance of the current in the motor in a closed loop

Irmsa 4.949=

Irmsb 4.965=

Potenza_assorbita 34.346=

Potenza_meccanica 2.097 10 5−
×=

Pj_diss 20.643=

DELTA_Temperatura_Motore_Ambiente 68.692=

Irmsa 2.192=

Irmsb 2.226=

Potenza_assorbita 18.915=

Potenza_meccanica 1.34 10 5−
×=

Pj_diss 4.098=

DELTA_Temperatura_Motore_Ambiente 37.829=

When comparing the 
performances of the 
motor, the dissipated
power of the motor 
configured in a closed 
loop decreases. This 
permits to decrease the 
power absorbed by the 
power supply and the 
general system 
temperature.

The performance of the current in the motor in an open loop
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Ready-to-use solutions

Here under are listed some combinations of solutions that are already approved for optimal performances

Drive             = SDMWA170v4231c0404 (Silver) 
or SDMWD170v4231c0450 (Gold_XP)

Motor            = ML34FN47060M8K
HMI               = VT20N or VT506T
Converter       = TA/VA400/T1

Drive             = SDMWD170vB231c0404 (Silver) 
or SDMWD170vB231c0450 (Gold_XP)

Motor            = ML34FN47060M8K
HMI               = VT20N or VT506T

Drive             = SDMWD180vA133c0404 (Silver) 
or SDMWD180vA133c0450 (Gold_XP)

Motor            = ML34FN31042M8K
HMI               = VT20N or VT506T
Power supply  = PS-BOXv01
Converter       = TA/VA300/T

Drive             = SDMWT180vA133c0404 (Silver) 
or SDMWT180vA133c0450 (Gold_XP)

Motor            = ML34FN31042M8K
HMI               = VT20N or VT506T

Drive            = SDMWA180vA133c0404 (Silver) 
or SDMWA180vA133c0450 (Gold_XP)

Motor           = ML34FN31042M8K
HMI             = VT20N or VT506T

Drive            = SDMWA130vA136c0404 (Silver) 
or SDMWA130vA136c0450 (Gold_XP)

Motor           = ML34FN31042M8K
HMI             = VT20N or VT506T

Components

50÷80 mt./minuteML34FN47060M8KSDMWA170v4231c____
Voltage: 24 ÷ 100 Vac
Current: 1,0 ÷ 8,0 Arms

L602

50÷80 mt./minuteML34FN47060M8KSDMWD170vB231c____
Voltage: 24 ÷ 140 Vdc
Current: 1,0 ÷ 8,0 Arms

L601

30÷40 mt./minuteML34FN31042M8KSDMWD180vA133c____
Voltage: 24 ÷ 70 Vdc
Current: 0,5 ÷ 5,0 Arms

L304

30÷40 mt./minuteML34FN31042M8KSDMWT180vA133c____
Voltage: 115 or 230 Vac
Current: 0,5 ÷ 5,0 Arms

L303

30÷40 mt./minuteML34FN31042M8KSDMWA180vA133c____
Voltage: 24 ÷ 48 Vac
Current: 0,5 ÷ 5,0 Arms

L302

30÷40 mt./minuteML34FN31042M8KSDMWA130vA136c____
Voltage: 24 ÷ 48 Vac
Current: 0,5 ÷ 5,0 Arms

L301

Maximum labelling 
speed

Recommended motorDrive and featuresSerie
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Examples of labelling machines
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Examples of labelling machines
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Examples of labelling machines
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Examples of labelling machines


